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and §§Cavendish Laboratory, University of Cambridge, Cambridge, UKABSTRACT Interest in the design of peptide-based ﬁbrous materials is growing because it opens possibilities to explore funda-
mental aspects of peptide self-assembly and to exploit the resulting structures—for example, as scaffolds for tissue engineering.
Here we investigate the assembly pathway of self-assembling ﬁbers, a rationally designed a-helical coiled-coil system
comprising two peptides that assemble on mixing. The dimensions spanned by the peptides and ﬁnal structures (nanometers
to micrometers), and the timescale over which folding and assembly occur (seconds to hours), necessitate a multi-technique
approach employing spectroscopy, analytical ultracentrifugation, electron and light microscopy, and protein design to produce
a physical model. We show that ﬁbers form via a nucleation and growth mechanism. The two peptides combine rapidly (in
less than seconds) to form sticky ended, partly helical heterodimers. A lag phase follows, on the order of tens of minutes, and
is concentration-dependent. The critical nucleus comprises six to eight partially folded dimers. Growth is then linear in dimers,
and subsequent ﬁber growth occurs in hours through both elongation and thickening. At later times (several hours), ﬁbers
grow predominantly through elongation. This kinetic, biomolecular description of the folding-and-assembly process allows the
self-assembling ﬁber system to be manipulated and controlled, which we demonstrate through seeding experiments to obtain
different distributions of ﬁber lengths. This study and the resulting mechanism we propose provide a potential route to achieving
temporal control of functional ﬁbers with future applications in biotechnology and nanoscale science and technology.INTRODUCTIONThe rational design of peptide-based fibers is an important and
growing area in the fields of protein design, biophysics, and
biomaterials. This is because peptide/protein design and
engineering provide the acid test for our fundamental
understanding of protein folding and assembly (1), and new
biomaterials are an underpinning technology for applications
such as three-dimensional cell culture and tissue engineering
(2). As a consequence, a large number of designed fibrous
biomaterials have been obtained, either by engineering of
natural systems or by rational peptide and protein design
(3–6). Because of the interest in amyloid-like structures
and their ability to self-assemble into fibrous and gellingmate-
rials, much effort has been directed toward b-structured
systems (7–9). However, in recent years, investigators have
increasingly been exploring materials based on the a-helix
(10,11).
For both a-helical and b-structure materials, the majority
of these efforts have focused on how changes to peptide
sequence influence the final morphology of the mature
assemblies (7,11). Developing an understanding of the rela-
tionship between sequence and fiber structure, stability,
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0006-3495/10/04/1668/9 $2.00design of new materials. However, a full understanding of
such materials—and, moreover, our ability to control and
manipulate them fully—requires an understanding of how
and over what timescales they assemble. Although the
assembly of natural proteins and synthetic polymers is a
mature field (12), and kinetic studies of amyloid formation
by natural sequences are becoming established (13,14),
few such studies of assembly of de novo designed biomate-
rials have been reported (15–17).
In a previous work (18), we described the design and
experimental characterization of a self-assembling fiber
(SAF) system that comprises two complementary, de novo
designed, leucine-zipper peptides, each 28 residues long.
The leucine zipper is a natural protein-folding domain in
which short sequences with a characteristic heptad repeat
of polar (P), hydrophobic (H), and leucine (L) residues,
HPPLPPP, fold to form amphipathic a-helices; two such
helices associate to bury their hydrophobic faces. Unlike
natural leucine zippers, where the hydrophobic faces align
in-register to yield blunt-ended dimers (19), the SAF
peptides were engineered to form a sticky ended heterodimer
(18). With the sticky ends designed to interact, the hetero-
dimers are directed to associate and propagate long noncova-
lently linked a-helical coiled-coil fibrils. Consistent with
this, circular dichroism (CD) and linear dichroism (LD) spec-
troscopy (18,20,21), and x-ray fiber diffraction (XRD) (22)
confirm that the SAFs comprise a-helical coiled coils aligneddoi: 10.1016/j.bpj.2009.12.4309
Protein Fiber Assembly 1669with the long axis of the fibers. Negative-stain transmission
electron microscopy (TEM) reveals long (tens of microns),
straight fibers that are curiously thicker at ~50 nm than ex-
pected for a single coiled-coil dimer (~2 nm) (18,22,23).
Further, XRD and high-resolution TEM indicate consider-
able crystalline order in the fibers, with the peptides aligned
both longitudinally and laterally, and the coiled coils
bundled hexagonally (22). Finally, and consistent with this
high level of internal order, fluorescence light microscopy
(LM) demonstrates that, at least in its late stages, SAF
assembly is polar (24).
Since the development of the original SAF design (18), we
have reported redesigns with improved stability (23) and
altered morphologies, including thicker (23), thinner (25),
kinked, branched, and segmented fibers (26–29). We have
also decorated the basic SAF structures (28) and used them
as templates for chemical ligation (30) and biomineralization
(31). Most recently, the SAF system was altered to produce
hydrogelating variants that have been taken forward for use
in three-dimensional tissue culture (32).
In all of these cases, we focused on the matured SAF
samples, which are prepared by incubating mixtures of
SAF peptides, 100 mM in each peptide, at pH 7.4, 20C
for 24 h. Here we present an exploration of the full pathway
for assembly of what we term the second-generation SAF
design, which comprises peptides SAF-p1 and SAF-p2a
(23), under these standard conditions. The time period
covered spans tens of seconds to many hours after mixing,
leading up to the fully matured fibers. Unfortunately, there
are no assays for helical systems comparable to the Congo-
Red and Thioflavin-T assays for the assembly and structure
of b-sheet-based fibers (33,34). This necessitated a multi-
technique approach to probing SAF folding and assembly,
and the development of more general tools.FIGURE 1 Schematic of possible pathways for fiber formation. (A) The two pe
genesis, or (B) the individual peptides may be competent for assembly. (C) On
assembly may only be favorable once a critical nucleus has formed. (E) Fibers
both radial and longitudinal directions yields mature fibers as shown in the elect
iments described herein is shown in bold.To provide a starting hypothesis to guide our experiments,
we discuss the possible phases en route to the assembled,
highly ordered a-helical fibers (Fig. 1). The first stage was
to probe the initial state of the peptides individually, which
we investigated by CD spectroscopy and analytical ultracen-
trifugation (AUC). The next step was to determine whether
assembly proceeded directly from the individual peptides
(Fig. 1 B), or whether any spontaneous folding or oligomer-
ization occurred on mixing (Fig. 1 A). This presented some
difficulties due to rapid fiber formation when the peptides
were mixed, which we overcamewith the use of peptide engi-
neering. The third phase covered the early stages of self-
assembly, which may be energetically favorable from the
start (Fig. 1 C) or may involve an energy barrier and hence
require a nucleation process (Fig. 1 D). The final part of the
process was the growth phase. Here we investigated the elon-
gation and thickening of the fibers to ascertain whether the
latter was due to the association of thin fibers (Fig. 1 E) or
the addition of monomers to the surface (Fig. 1 F). To follow
the last two stages of assembly, we used a combination of
TEM, LM, CD, LD, and NMR spectroscopy to obtain direct
kinetic information about fiber formation.
By piecing together information from this range of tech-
niques spanning the various timescales and length scales of
the assembly process, we present a kinetic pathway for
self-assembly that essentially follows the central mechanism
depicted in Fig. 1 (bold).MATERIALS AND METHODS
Peptide synthesis and puriﬁcation
Peptides were synthesized using standard Fmoc-based, solid-phase peptide
synthesis and purified by reverse-phase high-performance liquid chromatog-
raphy as described previously (24).ptides may interact to form various oligomers that are competent for fibrillo-
ward assembly may be immediately energetically favorable, or (D) further
may thicken via the bundling of fibrils, or (F) the addition of material in
ron micrograph (scale bar: 5 mm). The pathway determined from the exper-
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Measurements were made using a Jasco J815 spectropolarimeter fitted
with a Peltier temperature controller. Peptide solutions were prepared in
3-(N-Morpholino)propanesulfonic acid (MOPS) buffer at 20C, pH adjusted
to 7.4 using sodium hydroxide (10 mM MOPS/NaOH, pH 7.4), and
measured in a 1 mm pathlength quartz cuvette. Time series of CD spectra
were interpreted by fitting to a linear combination of the initial and final
spectra (see the Supporting Material).
LD spectroscopy
Couette flow experiments were performed using a Jasco J815 spectropo-
larimeter (Jasco, Great Dunmow, UK) modified for LD measurements.
For these experiments, 60 mL of 100 mM SAF peptides were mixed
immediately before measurements were carried out in a microvolume cou-
ette cell with a 0.5 mm pathlength at 21C and a cell rotation speed of
2000 rpm.
TEM
For TEM, 200 mL of 100 mM SAF peptides in 10 mMMOPS buffer, pH 7.4,
were allowed to assemble at 20C. At each time point, 5 mL were applied to
carbon-coated copper TEM grids and stained with uranyl acetate. Images
were obtained using a JEOL JSM 1200EX TEMwith an accelerating voltage
of 120 keV, and at magnifications of 60,000 and 120,000.
NMR spectroscopy
All 1H NMR data were collected on a Varian VNMRS 600 MHz spectrom-
eter equipped with Z-pulsed field gradients and a triple-resonance, salt-
tolerant cryoprobe. The assembly of a 650 mL sample of 100 mM SAF
peptides in 10 mM MOPS buffer, pH 7.4, in 99.9% D2O at 20C was
observed by means of the 1D1H spectrum over 24 h.
LM
Confocal images were obtained using a Perkin Elmer Ultraview ERS 6FE
confocal system (Perkin Elmer, Waltham, MA) attached to a Leica
DMI6000 inverted epifluorescence microscope (Leica, Milton Keynes,
UK). Samples were initially mixed in Eppendorf tubes and immediately
transferred to sealed optical cells. Images were recorded in situ using an
excitation wavelength of 488 nm.
AUC
Sedimentation equilibrium experiments were conducted at 20C in a
Beckman-Optima XL-I analytical ultracentrifuge (Beckman Coulter, High
Wycombe, UK) fitted with an An-60 Ti rotor.RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Overview of SAF assembly
We begin with an overview of the behavior of the system
with time as probed by three main methods: CD spectros-
copy, TEM, and LM. These are developed in the main text
and buttressed with additional data from complementary
techniques, including LD and NMR spectroscopy, and
AUC, as given in the Supporting Material.
To initiate folding and assembly, 200 mM stock solutions
of SAF-p1 and SAF-p2a were mixed and incubated at 20C.
The final solution conditions were 10 mM MOPS, pH 7.4,Biophysical Journal 98(8) 1668–1676and 100 mM in each peptide. This was done simultaneously
for two identical samples in 1 mm quartz cuvettes, which
were sampled or measured over 24 h as follows: Samples
were taken from one cuvette, applied to TEM grids, and
stained with uranyl acetate solution (1% w/v) for visualiza-
tion. The other cuvette was used directly to measure the
CD spectra as a function of time. In parallel experiments
with a 1% spike of fluorescein-labeled SAF-p1, but other-
wise identical conditions, fibrillogenesis was assessed
in situ by confocal fluorescence LM. Data from these exper-
iments recorded at similar time points are presented in Fig. 2.
In the first 5 min after mixing, neither the TEM nor the LM
images showed fibers (Fig. 2 A). Nevertheless, from the
earliest measurable time point (~30 s), and for the extent
of these first 5 min, the CD spectra showed a constant
pronounced double minima at ~208 and ~222 nm indicative
of significant a-helical content. We estimate this signal to be
approximately one-third of that possible for fully folded
SAF peptides (35). By TEM, the first fibers were visible at
10–30 min (Fig. 2 B, top). These were thinner than the
matured fibers that developed over the next 24 h (Fig. 2,
C–E, top), but were otherwise typical of those we have re-
ported elsewhere (18,22,23). By LM, fibers were not clearly
visible until 1–2 h, and because of the limits of this tech-
nique, we only observed growth along the long fiber axes
(Fig. 2, D and E, middle). However, and of importance,
this technique afforded direct visualization of fiber growth
in solution.
The development of the CD signal over time is noteworthy
because it is complex and potentially informative. The
spectra obtained immediately after mixing were consistent
with a partially folded a-helical system. Within the first
~5 min, the CD spectra changed very little (Fig. 2 A), indic-
ative of a lag phase. After this, although the spectra became
more helical (as judged by increased intensity at 222 nm),
they also become distorted from the archetypal a-helical
spectrum, with the intensity at 208 nm decreasing and the
222 nm band red shifting (Fig. 2, B–E, bottom). These
changes correlate with 1), the appearance of fibers in TEM
(Fig. 2, B–E, top); and 2), the formation of elongated helical
structures as judged by LD spectroscopy (Fig. S1 B). We
previously noted the distorted spectrum for 24-h matured
SAFs and attributed it to scattering (36,37). As detailed in
Section S2, we explored this phenomenon in more detail
and now assign it to chiral scattering from the extended
a-helices bundled in the fibers (22). This effect, which is
observed for other helical fibers (38,39), gives a wave-
length-dependent bias toward positive CD signals. We con-
firmed this hypothesis by collecting more of the scattered
light, which revealed that the fiber spectrum converged to
the expected mixed a-helical and random-coil spectrum.
The final mature fiber spectrum was a sum of contributions
from the remaining soluble unfolded peptides, the a-helical
peptide incorporated into fibers, and the chiral scattering
from the fibers.
FIGURE 2 Overview of the SAF folding and assembly probed by TEM, LM, and CD spectroscopy. (A) t ¼ 0–5 min; no change in the CD spectrum, and
no fibers by TEM or LM (0% material in fibers). (B) t ¼ 10–30 min; the CD spectra begin to change, and small fibers become visible by TEM but not LM
(5–50%material in fibers). (C) t¼ 1–2 h; the CD spectra continue to change, TEM shows an increase in number and thickness of the fibers, and fibrous material
begins to appear by fluorescence microscopy (55–65%material in fibers). (D) t¼ 2–3 h; fibers are unchanged by TEM (which is insensitive to fiber length), but
the LM reports elongation (65–70%material in fibers). (E) t¼ 24 h; the CD spectrum reaches equilibrium, the TEM shows mature striated fibers, and growth is
complete in the LM (70% material in fibers). Scale bar: 500 nm for TEM and 10 mm for LM; heavy lines indicate the CD spectrum for the corresponding time
point. The percentages of material in fibers given in brackets were estimated as follows: the final figure of 70% came from estimates of material that remained
soluble 1), after matured fibers were pelleted by AUC, and 2), the remaining NMR signal after completion of fibrillogenesis (see the Supporting Material for
details regarding both of these experiments). All other figures came from the percentage completion of fibrillogenesis from the time-resolved CD data. The
kinetic CD experiments were repeated three times and provided similar qualitative results, indicating a batch-to-batch variation in rates and lag times of
~10–15%. The LM and TEM experiments were repeated multiple times (more than six) and gave qualitatively similar results.
Protein Fiber Assembly 1671Several conclusions can be drawn from these overview
data: 1), there is an initial a-helical folding upon mixing
that does not produce fibers visible by TEM or LM; 2), there
is a lag time, or a period in which the system does not change
spectroscopically (CD or LD) or visibly; 3), there is synchro-
nicity between subsequent changes in the CD spectra and the
appearance of fibers in TEM; and 4), once visible fibers
appear, they thicken and lengthen over a period of 24 h.
The lag phase implies an activation energy barrier for
assembly, and that an energetically unfavorable nucleus
must form before further association becomes favorable.Species formed upon initial mixing
CD spectra for 100 mM samples of the individual SAF
peptides showed SAF-p1 to be slightly more folded than
SAF-p2a (Fig. 3 A); however, the degree of helicity in
both cases is marginal and consistent with the essentially
unfolded spectra for natural leucine-zipper peptides (40).
AUC experiments on these individual peptides indicated
that SAF-p1 forms a homodimer at 100 mM, and thatSAF-p2a is in a monomer-dimer equilibrium at 100 mM
(Fig. S3).
Mixing the peptides led to a substantial increase in
a-helical signal (Fig. 3 A) that was concentration-dependent
(Fig. 3 B). These data fitted a monomer-dimer equilibrium
with a KD of ~7 mM. Therefore, in the 100 mM region (which
is of interest as our standard fiber-forming condition) the
equilibrium is substantially on the folded side and does not
change rapidly. When extrapolated to a fully folded spec-
trum, the shape and size of the CD signal indicate that the
dimeric species is ~45% folded as an a-helix (35).
Equilibrium experiments cannot be performed on SAF
mixtures as they form fibers; however, using AUC, we inves-
tigated the peptides that remained in solution after fibrillo-
genesis reached equilibrium. At high speeds, the fibers
sedimented completely, leaving soluble material at ~30 mM
in each peptide (Fig. S4 A). We confirmed this proportioning
by following the loss of signals by 1H NMR spectra with
time (Fig. S5). As the peptides assembled into fibers, their
signals broadened, leaving sharp signals for the smaller,
soluble peptides. By AUC, these remaining species had aBiophysical Journal 98(8) 1668–1676
FIGURE 3 Initial folding of SAF-p1 and SAF-p2a upon
mixing. (A) CD spectra of the SAF peptides: 100 mM
SAF-p1 (6), 100 mM SAF-p2a (,), average of these
spectra (dashed line); and for the mixture 100 mM in
each peptide at t ¼ 0 (B). (B) Concentration dependence
of the CD signal at 222 nm for SAF-p1 (6), SAF-p2a
(,), the average of these signals (dashed line), and the
initial mixture (B). The curve for the mixture shows a fit
to a monomer-dimer equilibrium.
1672 Bromley et al.molecular mass of 5230 Da (Fig. S4 B), which compares
with predicted masses of 3250 Da for the average monomer,
and 6500 Da for the heterodimer. Moreover, these data fitted
a monomer-dimer equilibrium of KD 7–10 mM, consistent
with the above data.
Together, these data support the conclusion that when
SAF peptides are mixed, they initially form a monomer-
dimer equilibrium, which tends toward 45% helical. This
fits with the original design hypothesis, indicating the forma-
tion of a sticky ended heterodimer. To identify which ends of
each peptide interact initially, however, we needed a sharper
structural probe.Biophysical Journal 98(8) 1668–1676Nature of the initial species
To dissect the SAF-p1/SAF-p2a interaction, we used proline-
scanning mutagenesis (41). For each peptide, four single-
point mutants were made in which leucine residues of the
hydrophobic helix-helix interface were systematically re-
placed by proline (Fig. 4 A and Fig. S6). Proline disrupts
the regular i/i þ 4 a-helical hydrogen-bonding network,
and therefore destabilizes local helix formation (42). On this
basis, we reasoned that 1), proline substitutions in regions
involved in initial helix formation would reduce the early
time CD signal; 2), prolines located in the disordered regions
would not affect the CD signal significantly; and 3), allFIGURE 4 Proline-scanning mutagenesis. (A) Sche-
matics of the proline-mutant peptides. The light and dark
blocks represent oppositely charged heptad repeats. In the
uppermost schematics, I, L, and N indicate isoleucine,
leucine, and asparagine residues at the H-type sites in the
HPPHPPP repeats of the parent sequences. In the remaining
schematics, P highlights proline residues that have replaced
specific L residues, and all of the other H sites remain
unchanged. (B)CD spectra frommixtures of proline variants
and parent peptides: p1-Pro1:p2a (-), p1:p2a-Pro4 (),
p1:p2a (B), p1-Pro4:p2a (6), p1:p2a-Pro1, (7), and p1-
Pro4:p2a-Pro1 (,). (C) Job plot for mixtures of SAF-p1
and SAF-p2a, showing a 1:1 binding stoichiometry. (D)
Similar Job plot for mixtures of SAF-p1-pro4 and
SAF-p2a-pro1, showing an unaltered binding stoichiom-
etry. In both C and D, the total peptide concentration was
kept at 200 mM, and lines are fits to the data as described
in the Supporting Material.
Protein Fiber Assembly 1673mutations should disrupt onward fiber assembly. Thus, these
mutations should identify the initially helical parts of each
peptide, and combinations of them should yield isolable
species with which to probe the initial interaction more fully.
Each mutant was mixed with the partnering parent peptide
(Fig. S7 and Fig. S8). From these eight experiments, two
combinations—SAF-p1-Pro4 (proline in the fourth heptad)
þ SAF-p2a, and SAF-p1 þ SAF-p2a-Pro1 (proline in the
first heptad)—gave spectra that closely resembled the initial
spectrum for the mixture of parent SAF-p1 and SAF-p2a
(Fig. 4 B). In marked contrast, all other mixtures showed
either no folding or a significantly reduced a-helical struc-
ture (Fig. S7 and Fig. S8). Mixing SAF-p1-Pro4 þ SAF-
p2a-Pro1 also produced the same level of folding as the
initial mixture of the parent peptides (Fig. 4 B).
The significance of the competent pairings is that they have
the potential to yield sticky ended heterodimers with the
largest uninterrupted hydrophobic overlap (Fig. 4, A and D).
In the SAF design rationale, the sticky ended heterodimer is
specified by interhelical charge-charge and hydrogen-bonded
interactions. The latter occur between asparagine residues
offset in different halves of each sequence (Fig. 4 A) at what
would otherwise be canonical hydrophobic core sites, i.e.,
theH site of theHPPLPPP sequence repeat.While asparagine
residues at the first hydrophobic site of the repeat help to
specify parallel dimeric species over alternative oligomer
states (43), such inclusions within the hydrophobic core are
destabilizing (44). Thus, the halves of the SAF peptides
with asparagines are expected to interact less strongly than
those without them. This is precisely what the proline scan
highlights: proline is more damaging in the non-asparagine-
containing halves of the peptides. This confirms the original
design hypothesis for the sticky ended dimer, and further
ties down the initial interactions made en route to fibers. To
probe this in more detail, we conducted additional experi-
ments using the three competently folded, proline-containing
pairs described above.
First, Job plots derived from CD data for pairings of
SAF-p1 and SAF-p2a, and of SAF-p1-pro4 and SAFp2a-
pro1 (Fig. 4, C and D) showed a 1:1 stoichiometry of asso-
ciation for both pairings. Second, AUC indicated that though
the correctly folded pairs formed small species, they did not
associate further into fibers (Fig. S10). The three mixtures
showed concentration-dependent averaged molecular
masses ranging from 5300 Da at 30 mM to 11,200 Da at
100 mM. Again, at low concentrations the interaction
matched that seen by CD spectroscopy, implying helical
dimers. The further increases in mass, however, indicate a
weaker interaction at higher concentrations. Attempts to
separate dimerization and the additional association by add-
ing salt or by changing the pH only resulted in a reduction in
overall helicity (Fig. S7 b).
Thus, the initial species formed upon mixing SAF-p1 and
SAF-p2a is a helical dimer cemented through the hydro-
phobic heptads. This associates further, albeit weakly, athigher concentrations. These additional interactions may
suggest a back-to-back assembly mechanism of dimers that
could potentially influence or even direct fiber elongation
and thickening, as described below.
Lag phase
As mentioned above, there is a short period after mixing is
completed, and before fibrillogenesis begins, during which
the CD signal is unchanged. To illustrate and quantify this,
we analyzed the series of CD spectra from Fig. 2, assuming
a two-state model (Fig. 5 A and expanded in Fig. S11).
Essentially, to estimate the fraction completion of fibrillo-
genesis at any given time, the relevant spectrum was fitted
as a linear combination of the first spectrum and that
acquired 24 h after mixing (these being assumed to represent
the extremes of the initial and final (equilibrium) spectra,
respectively).
For the standard mixture, 100 mM in each peptide, the plot
was sigmoidal with a distinct lag of ~103 s (~15 min) before
any sharp changes were observed. This is characteristic of
nucleation. Because CD spectroscopy reports only on the
formation of secondary structure, we confirmed this finding
using LD spectroscopy to measure the kinetics of formation
of high aspect ratio species (Fig. S1 B), and NMR to measure
the rate of loss of small oligomers from solution (Fig. S5 C).
Both techniques provided kinetic traces that matched well
with those from CD spectroscopy, indicating that the latter
is a reliable measure of fiber formation kinetics.
Seeded growth
In a nucleated process, the addition of preformed fibers is
expected to act as a seed, removing the lag phase, and
producing fastest growth at t ¼ 0. We found this to be the
case for the SAF system. Fig. 5 B shows the fraction comple-
tion with time for a sample 80 mM in each SAF peptide and
with 10% of a vortexed 100 mM matured SAF sample to
provide a homogeneous sample of fragmented fibers as
seeds. These growth data fit well to single exponentials in
time, indicating that seeded growth is predominantly one-
dimensional (Section S7). We repeated the seeding experi-
ment at various concentrations of free peptide to explore
the nature of the growth process in the absence of nucleation.
The growth rate increased linearly with free peptide concen-
tration (Fig. 5 C), confirming that nucleation had been
abolished, and the aforementioned initial species—whether
dimers or small aggregates thereof—are competent to add
onto the preformed fiber directly.Dimensionality of growth and the size
of the nucleus
Analysis of the concentration dependence of the growth
curves (Fig. 5 A) can be used to gain further information
about the nucleation process, particularly regarding theBiophysical Journal 98(8) 1668–1676
FIGURE 5 Lag phase, seeded growth, and nature of the
nucleus. (A) Dependence of kinetics on initial peptide
concentration at 65 mM (þ), 70 mM (), 80 mM (*),
90 mM (,), 100 mM (-), 120 mM (B), and 140 mM
() in each peptide. The gray line shows a model fit for
the early time points. (B) Fraction completion as a function
of time for a seeded sample 80 mM (þ); the fit (solid line) is
to a single exponential. (C) Fiber growth rate after seeding
as a function of initial concentration of peptide. (D) Lag
time as a function of the concentration of partially helical
dimers (determined from Fig. 3 B).
1674 Bromley et al.parameters of dimensionality of growth (d) and the size of
the nucleus (n). This section outlines such an analysis, which
is described in detail in the Supporting Material.
CD spectra were recorded over time for a range of initial
peptide concentrations and analyzed using the two-state
method described above to obtain the curves plotted in
Fig. 5 A. A general model that might be expected to fit these
data can be expressed as:
aðtÞ ¼ 1 ekcntdþ 1
where a(t) is the normalized progress of fibrillization (a(t)¼
1 denotes completion); d reflects the dimensionality or ge-
ometry of the growth (1 for rods, 2 for disks, 3 for spheres);
and n is the number of components (in our case, fibrilliza-
tion-competent SAF-p1/SAF-p2 heterodimers) in the
nucleus (45) (see the Supporting Material for motivation of
equations). A reasonable fit to the early time points of the
multiple curves was achieved with 2.5% d% 3 (Fig. 5 A).
This value for the time exponent, and the breakdown of the
model for longer time points are plausible in light of the
TEM data (Fig. 2). At early times, fibers grew both linearly
as rods and by thickening to some extent; hence, the higher
value of d. At later times, the fiber width became fixed and
growth continued via one-dimensional extension, which
would reduce d. This implies that the rod shape of the fibers
is not simply due to more-rapid growth longitudinally than
radially; rather, the fiber radius reaches a limiting value.
The mechanism for this limitation is unclear, though it is
a common feature of fiber-forming systems. It is likely to
result from twisting or similar distortions of the outer
coiled-coil blocks/fibrils, and an associated free-energy
penalty that limits growth in this direction (15).Biophysical Journal 98(8) 1668–1676The concentration dependence of the lag time, t, was used
to estimate n. Polynomial fits to the curves of Fig. 5 A gave t
at a number of total peptide concentrations. Here it is the
effective concentration of the partially helical species
competent for fiber formation, chelical, that is relevant. There-
fore, chelical was calculated from the SAF-p1/SAF-p2 associ-
ation curve from the initial folding data (Fig. 3 B). The plot
of ln(t) against ln(chelical) has a straight line of gradient 2
(Fig. 5 D). This implies a critical nucleus size of 6–8 (2 
(d þ 1)) partially helical dimers, or 12–16 SAF peptides.
It should be noted that, in similarity to amyloid-like fiber
formation, the system reproducibly exhibits nucleation and
growth kinetics, but the precise values of n and the rate
constants are sensitive to subtle changes in the initial condi-
tions, including concentration, temperature, mixing method-
ology, and peptide purity.
Predictive capability of the model: manipulating
ﬁber-length distributions
The assembly pathway deduced above allows us to make
predictions about the response of the system to perturbation.
Such control may be of use in nanoscale science and tech-
nology to create nano- tomicronscale rodswith defined length
distributions and aspect ratios (46, 47). As shown above, the
requirement of SAF nucleation is abolished by adding seeds
derived from matured and shattered fibers at the beginning
of a series of fibrillogenesis experiments. Therefore, we added
different and known amounts of seed to SAF mixtures, with
the expectation that more seed would give more and shorter
fibers. To maximize the difference in the length distributions,
we chose a free-peptide concentration (60 mM) to access the
one-dimensional phase of the growth curve (Fig. 5 C), since
FIGURE 6 Manipulating SAF length by seeding. Fibers
were grown for 1 h from 60 mM samples with (A) 10%, (B)
5%, (C) 2%, and (D) 1% (v/v) of matured fibers from stan-
dard 100 mM preparations fragmented after 24 h. Scale bar:
10 mm. (E) Histograms showing the number of fibers as
a function of length for the 10% (black) and 1% (gray)
seeded samples. (F) Cumulative frequencies for 10% (solid
black), 5% (dashed), 2% (dot-dashed), and 1% (gray)
seeded samples. Number of observations: 250–1500.
Protein Fiber Assembly 1675at this point growth is channeled into elongation as opposed to
radial thickening. Reactions were incubated at 20C for 1 h to
allow complete fibrillogenesis (Fig. 5 B). The resulting fibers
were imaged in situ by LM to avoid perturbation of the distri-
bution (Fig. 6, A–D). The lengths of the fibers were measured
and plotted as histograms and cumulative frequency curves
(Fig. 6, D and E). The maximum gradients of the cumulative
frequency curves indicate the modal values for the distribu-
tions, which increase by a factor of 4 from the 10% to the
1% seed samples. These data indicate that ourmodel is predic-
tive and can be used to influence and control the system.CONCLUSIONS
By using a combination of solution-phase biophysical
methods, microscopy, and peptide engineering, we were
able to determine the pathway for the self-assembly of an
a-helical protein fiber. The SAF system comprises two com-
plementary leucine-zipper peptides (SAF-p1 and SAF-p2a)
of de novo design. Immediately upon mixing, the folding
and assembly processes begin with the establishment of
small, mixed oligomers (predominantly with heterodimeric
helical interfaces) of SAF-p1 and SAF-p2a with an ~45%
helical conformation (Fig. 1 A). We deduced that the
folded, helical region corresponds to a coiled-coil interface
comprising unbroken hydrophobic faces spanning ~2 heptad
repeats from each peptide. The next stage of assembly is
nucleation, which involves the agglomeration of six or
more partially helical dimers that subsequently are more
likely to grow than disperse (Fig. 1 D). After nucleation,
the initial growth is shown to be self-symmetric and some-
where between 2.5- and 3-dimensional (Fig. 1 F), i.e.,
initially at least, the fibers grow as thickening cylinders. Atlater times, the fibers reach an equilibrium width and further
growth occurs through elongation only. This model, which is
both descriptive (biomolecular) and mathematical, allows
the system to be manipulated. We demonstrate this with
a series of seeding experiments using fragmented matured
fibers, which produce more and shorter fibers with increasing
amounts of seed.
By analyzing the kinetics of SAF assembly in detail, we
have furthered our understanding of the SAF system and
made it one of the best-characterized fiber-forming systems
of de novo design. This places us in a strong position to
further explore the relationship among the peptide sequence,
underlying design features, and final fiber morphology.
Furthermore, as we have begun to demonstrate here, the
pathway also allows us to intervene with some precision in
the assembly process to manipulate the resulting fibrous
structures. This should be of interest to those wishing to
create soft, self-assembling systems with prescribed nano-
to micronscale features. Finally, we present new approaches
and techniques for characterizing the kinetics of assembly of
a-helix based fibers, which will be of use to others in the
field and for the study of peptide fibrillogenesis in general.
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